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The            Distributed Access Platform is Vecima’s realization of the next generation of cable access
products as optical transport moves away from analog RF distribution to all-digital Ethernet. Entra is
optimized to support all distributed access architectures and facilitate the delivery of existing video
and data services over hybrid fiber coax (HFC) and direct fiber connections.

Ready for R-PHY, R-MACPHY, and 10G EPON distributed access deployment today …and
for the future
Future-proofed network design with multiple node form factors to fit a wide range of
deployment needs 
Leverage existing video QAM infrastructure to transition into DAA deployments

Entra
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A truly intelligent, remote RF-managed (tilt,

attenuation, level, US wink, etc.) device.

Core-neutral RPD implementation integrates

with any standards-compliant CCAP or vCCAP

core.

Evolve CCAP core without any concerns of

future distributed access node compatibility.

Supports DOCSIS and Video services.

Very Compact implementation of a 2-Port

Node.

Legacy digital video support, including all OOB

(QAM plus native 55-1 and 55-2).

Highlights

           EN2112 is a high-density Compact 2 Port
implementation of our field-proven Entra 8100
DOCSIS 3.1 North American 4 port Node
designed specifically for Global markets as well
as MDU applications.

Entra
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